Two Towpath Trails Connected by Seven River Bridges

For 30 miles the towpath trails of Pennsylvania’s Delaware Canal State Park and New Jersey’s Delaware and Raritan Canal State Park parallel the Delaware River. This unusual proximity—combined with seven River bridges that connect the two canals—offers especially easy and interesting trips.

- Hike or bike one loop—or combine loops
- Explore river towns
- Enjoy the outdoors
- Take in the River views
- Immerse yourself in history
- Have fun!

The possibilities are endless on the PA/NJ Loops
You can connect to the even more extensive Delaware Canal and Delaware and Raritan Canal towpath trails, as well as the 165-mile-long D&L Trail with its terminus in Wilkes Barre, PA.

Friends of the Delaware Canal: fodec.org
Delaware Canal State Park: visitpaparks.com
Delaware and Raritan Canal State Park: danrccanal.com
Delaware and Lehigh National Heritage Corridor: delawaredelhigh.org